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Emotions & Desires 
• “What’s in a brain?” by Robert Epstein: “We are organisms, 

not computers. Get over it. Let’s get on with the business of 
trying to understand ourselves, but without being 
encumbered by unnecessary intellectual baggage. The 
computer metaphor has had a half-century run, producing 
few, if any, insights along the way. The time has come to hit 
the DELETE key.” 

• Every human desire and emotion is rooted in an intentional 
divine god, goddess, angel or archetypal person (pattern). 

• Only modern humanity has divorced emotion and desire 
from the divine or trans-human realm, locating it in a 
gelatinous brain and chemical synapses. 
 

• Past views of desires and emotions: 
 
 
 



“Your desires are at the core 
of the great mystery. 
Knowing the desire itself 
brings the cure. The only rule 
is, experience the troubling 
depths [of your desires]. Your 
troubling desire must be 
carefully cared for and 
transformed...” 
                             ~ Rumi  

 

Sufi Mystics 



"Every desire of  
your body is holy."   

~ Hafiz 



Tantric (“Advanced”)Buddhism 
 

 “Everything that we need in 
order to be complete is within 
us right at this very moment. It 
is simply a matter of being 
able to recognize it. This is the 
tantric approach.” 

  ~ Lama Yeshe 

 

(Buddhist Bardo experiences of 
emotions as Gods after death—
Tibetan Book of the Dead) 

 



“Every human desire is 
given by God to move us 

toward the completed 
image of Christ--to attain 

the mature image of 
God.” 

~ Aquinas 
 

(Catholic Purgatory like 
Buddhist Bardo) 

Catholic Christian Theology 



• “In every tradition, saints and 
poets speak of the soul's search 
for the Beloved--the seeker's 
desire for the Divine Presence.  

• “Every one of our desires and 
emotions exist to compel us to 
spiritual experience. 

• “But we often misplace our 
desires & emotions onto 
temporary persons or objects, 
such as food, alcohol, drugs, 
politics or sex, believing that 
they will satisfy our craving.” 



Not Curing, But Caring for My  
Desires & Emotions 

• So what in the world do we do with these 
annoying emotions and desires? 

– Cure them through spiritual pursuits, or therapy, 
or drugs, etc.? 

– Care for them as divine visitors, angels, holy 
presences with soul-making intentions? 

• Yes to both! My focus today is in Caring for my 
desires and emotions as divine visitations. 



Care, Not Cure 
• “…our troubling emotions and desires can be exhausting, 

until we remember that God’s Spirit is right alongside of us 
to help if we are aware.  

• “If we don’t know how or what to pray, it doesn’t matter. 
The Sacred Presence does our praying in and for us, making 
meaningful prayers out of our agonzing sighs and aching 
groans.  

• “He knows our spiritual condition far better than we know 
ourselves—he knows our pregnant condition about to give 
birth to a new self, and translates our emotional turmoil 
and confusing desires before God. 

• “That’s why we can be so sure that God is working in every 
detail in our lives toward something good.” 

     ~ (Romans 8 paraphrase) 
 



Introduction to Caring Prayer 

• Class coming this Fall at Seattle Unity—see the 
Program Table. 

• Four steps for Caring Prayer—what to do with 
painful emotions and out of control desires or 
addictions. 

• Take them to the Prayer Matrix. 



Divine Presence 
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• “Care of the soul is not a project of self-improvement nor a 
way of being released from the troubles and pains of 
human existence.”  

• “Care of the soul is not at all concerned with living 
‘properly’ or with emotional health. These are the concerns 
of temporal, heroic, Promethean life.” 

• “Care of soul touches another dimension, in no way 
separate from life, but not identical either with the 
problem solving that occupies so much of our 
consciousness [and spiritual pursuits].”  

• “We care for the soul solely by honoring its expressions, 
by giving it time and opportunity to reveal itself, and by 
living life in a way that fosters the depth, interiority, and 
quality in which it flourishes.  Soul is its own purpose and 
end.” 

   ~  Care of the Soul, Thomas Moore (304) 



• “To the soul, memory is more important than 
planning, art more compelling than reason, and 
love more fulfilling than understanding. ” 

• “We know we are well on the way toward soul 
when we feel attachment to the world and the 
people around us and when we live as much from 
the heart as from the head. ” 

• “We know soul is being cared for then, when our 
pleasures feel deeper than usual, when we can let 
go of the need to be free of complexity and 
confusion…” 

• “… and when compassion takes the place of 
distrust and fear.”   


